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1.•MMORANDT31.1 NO. 5
SUBJECT
P,EFERENCE

: Garrison and the Kennedy Assaseination
IIIIIIWMemorandum of 20 June 1967,
subject as above
StTI.IMARY

Recently received FBI reports contain information about
Cuban refugees, so:ne of whom are apparently considered by District
Attorney James Garrison to be former CIA employees who were the
real assassins of President Kennedy. FBI reportin3 also provides
information about a member of American adventurers and soldiers
of fortune, some of them ex-marines, who have been involved in
clandestine activity directed against the Castro government, includLn
training in guerrilla warfare to Cuban refugees and smug:fling
arms and emelosivos.
all, 21 names not previously checked out are now being traced.
DETAILS

1. James Garrison, district attorney of New Orleans Parish,
has repeatedly claimed that President John F. Kennedy was assassinated
by a group of Cubans ...rho had been associatoid with CIA not long before
22 November 1963. . recent TV show ("The Garrison Investigation:
The First Ninety Pzys". station WKBY: - TV, Buffalo, New York,
19 July 1967) provided no new informadon but did summarize major
developments. Thsee of particular interest to CIA are the following:
a. On 27 February 1967 Garrison's office first
broutizt Perry ilaymond RUSSO to New Orleans. RUSSO.

•

an insurance salesman, has been Garrison's most
important witness to date. Be gave the following testimony
at the preliminary hearing of clay MAW:
"The two instances where I mot Spanish
speaking people through Dave Ferric: -- one of
the instances is that I was living in Now Orleans,
and be brought two friends of his who were
dressed in battle fatigues — green uniforms,
they didn't have any lettering or insirmias or
my names or anything on them that I could
identify. And I would suppooe they only spoke
Spanish because they -- they know En?Lish -•
well although they did talk in Spanish which 1
didn't understand.
"Another instance where I met soma of
Dave's friends was up at his place ... and at
that time, I met another one, which again he
•did not speak any English. And these people -these three according to Dave Ferric were .
su!rposed to be instructora, and they were
supposed to teach the people that he was dealing
with, how to Light, in jungle warfare, and that
typo of activity."
b. On the TV program cited above Garrison made tho
following remarks:
"But it purely and simply was a case of
former employees of the CIA, a large number
of them Cubans, having a venemous reaction
from the 196I Day of Piga episode and.then
the — in October the '6Z -- the detente, .the
ttederstanding which President Kennedy reached
with Earushehev and Aussie. and a result of
this reaction when certain individuals with a •
1C310th of interest In regaining Cuba assassinated
the President."
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"Vie have even located photographs in
which we we have found the men behind the
grassy knoll .... And they've been located
in other photographs by a process of bringing
them out .... the WarronConunission said
nobody was back there because not enough
evidence was presented .... Again, not so
much the Bureau's part as the Central Intelligence Agency."
. • "... Lee Oswald's associations in the
summer of '63 in New Orleans ... were aro"
elusively with anti-Castro Cubans, and everyone
of them wan on the Central Intelligence Agency
payroll."
"... we know the group, and wo know some
of the names
but we don't know which ones
are standing where, and we can't and out with
the CIA keeping its vaults locked. They were
former employees of the CIA. lVe managed to
get the names of some of them in a way I can't
describe hare ... but I can say the rest of them
are Cubans who were training in New Orleans."
"Ferrie worked for the CIA in Florida in
1961, which appears to be as far as we can find,
his initial connection. He was making flights
for them, and when '63 came, and they had a
special adventure -- plan in spite of President
Kennedy's order involving Cuba, be was deeply
involved in it, and he was actually helping with
the training. "
"They /CIA/ !mow the name of every man involved,
including the name of the individuals who pulled
the triggers from the grassy knoll and ston
area, and I'm sure that they know• that they did it,
because they were former employees of the CIA„
while they wore training in Now Orleans in the
summer of '63."
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2. The earlier memoranda in this series have shown Garrison's
n
charges to be false. It is clearly important, nevertheless, to discer
make
to
try
• as much as poseible of thn nature of the etas that he will
against Clay Shaw (end CIA) when Shaw comes to trial (perhaps in
onal
September). Three recent FBI reports have given us some additi
as
insight into the nature of Garrison's charges. These reports are
. follows:
a. Report from the Naw Orleans office of the FBI.
20 July 1967, subject: Aesassination of President John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, November 22, 1963, Dallas, Texas.
Hereafter this report. is referred to as Reference I.

b. As above, with data of 16 July 1967. Reference IL
c. Report of Detroit office of the FBI, 18 July 1967,
subject as above. Reference W.
to
3. These reports contain the names of 27 persons, in addition
igative
invest
son's
Garri
of
ers
those of such peripheral persona as memb
reeorted
staff and absent witnesses. enly five of them have previously been
,
Smith
CHA
in this series as linked to the case. They are Sergio ARCA
•
RDE.
LABO
Joseph
Carlos Jose BRLNGUMR, David FERLM, Laurence
and Carlos CarLROGA.

tant. It is
4. Cf the three reports, Reference I is the most impor
son and
Garri
en
betwe
-held
a transcript of a question and answer session
GA's
t
GUIRO
withou
ed
Carlos QUIZ OGA on 21 January 1967 and record
passed
son
Garri
knowledge at the time. (He learned about it later, when
that
out copies of the transcript to the press.) The transcript shows
cratic
Garrison believes that David W. FERRIC provided the Cuban Demo
erns intended,
Revolonary Front with weapmts, including a lar,:e cache of
for delivery in Cuba. At another point in the transcript, however,
l by
GUIROCA. said that the cache of arms 3773,3 taken to Miami in a U-Hau
mens
Other
ent.
Movem
cratic
Cuba= representing, the Christian Demo
as
tioned in the transcript and the roles that they allegedly played aro
follows:
1111
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a. Sergio ARCACHA Smith, New Orleans leader of
the Cuban Democratic Revolutionary Front until early
1962, when he was deposed. (Enclosure 1.)
b. Laureano DATIST.A. He was described by Rudolph
Richard DAVIS as a Cuban living in Miami. a delegate or
official of that Christia.a Democratic Movement, who sent
19 men from 2.ii.arni to Lacombe, Louisiana in 1963 for
military training. (Enclosure 2.)
e, Carlon Jose BRHIGUIER. In July 1967 turned over
a copy of the transcript of CIIIIROGAIs debriefing by Garrison,
in January 1967, to the FBI. (Enclosure) 3.)
d. Rudolph Richard (or Ricardo) DAVIS, delegate of the.
Christian Democratic Movement in Now Orleans. He was
involved in setting up a military training camp in or near
Lacombe, Louisiana; is arranging for 14 to 19 Cubans to be
seat to the camp from Miami for training; and. in trying to
raise funds far such purposes. (Enclosure 74
e. Alberto 'FERNANDEZ, a member of an anti-Castro
organization, Unitind Revolucionaria. in ley Biscayne,
Florida; (Enclosure S)

_
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L Fernaudo FERNANDEZ. Given one month's military
training in 1963 at Lacombe, Lottiolana. Rudolph Richard
DAVIS alleged that FERNANDEZ was a Cm:Arens spy at the
gip. (Enclosure 9.)
g. Feu FORMES. Was also at the Lacombe training site.

(Enclosure 11.)

Leodorino DITERIAN. As above. (Enclosure 16.)
•
i. Victor PANEQUE or PENEQ13E. Was in chargo of
training at Lacombe. ,(Enclosure 24.)
h.

3. Orlando PIEDRA. Carlos auracca gave his name to
Garrison and alle4ed that P=DRA. is the "Chief of the Bureau
of investigation of the Cuban Society" in New Orleans.

(Enclosure 25.)
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k. Carlos QULROGA. Like Carlos BRINGULER,
QUIROGA has been questioned by Garrison and staff
several times. (Enclosure 26.) Seine facts suggest
•the possibility that ha may be,. or may have been, a
penetration of anti-Castro Cuban groups in New Orleans,
working an behalf of a Cuban intelligonco service. The
following excerpts from the transcript of his talk with
Garrison also merit citing in this regard:
Pp. 3 - 43 QUIROGA: "That's my fight against
. the Warren Commission." Garrison: "4... Do
you disagree with Mom?" QUIROGA.: "Oh yes. I
do actually. I — you know -- triad to infiltrate
this organization which -- this is not for the authoriti0111...• II

P. 6. "• . • I told Juan /not further identifier/
the other day this man's name and the names of all
the people I have been carrying in my pocket for the
last four years .• • • "
P. 13. "I'm a Cuban and I don't want to betray
my country."
. P. 23. "I went to Cuba in 1960 ... first of all,
to see my father, who's in this revolution."
1. Jorge RODRIGUEZ. A Cuban about whom nothing more
- oxa-a-pt that Garrison asked QUIROGA if be knew
is knoia
QUIROGA did not. (Enclosure 27.)
5. Gordan rovEL, a salesman of electronic equipment, formerly
owner of a. night club in Now Orleans, worked for Garrison on a contract
or feo basis (ccrantor-audio checking) before the investigation started but
moved to Columbus. Ohio, thereafter to avoid a Garrison subpoena... A
report of tho Now Orleans office of the FDI, subject: Assz-sainadon of
President John Figcrald Kennedy, Dallas, Tc=.s. 11/22/63,. -may-tad
but forwarded to CIA on 27 February 1967, is based on information provided by NOVEL. Ho said that in 1961 ho and others met in the apartment
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of Dtvid W. FERRIS with FERRIC himself, two young Cubans, and
two young ex-marinas. NOVEL masa said that in. 1961 be his wife
(now ox-wife Marlene, nee MANCUSO). an unidentified partner,
Sergio ARCACH/1 Smith, David reilljam FERR.M. two unidentified
Cubans, two unidentified ex-marinas, and another unidentified man who
drove a laundry truck, robbed a bunker at the abandoned Houma Air
Base, Loniaiana, of eszaloniven, including hand grenades, bombs,
ammunition, etc. and brought them back to Now Orleans for we by
Cuban refugees in Cuba. NOVEL was sure that neither of the exmarines was Lee Harvey Oswald. Ho described one of them as
named Jerry or Andy LNU, white male, age 19 to 23, 5' 11",
165 pounds, dark curly hair, light comple4on, nice looking", dressed
in green marine fatigues and white T-shirt, both arms tattoed.
(Comment: This person may be Gerald — called Jerry by friends —
Patrick 111.7).W.DIG. See Enclosure 14.) NOVEL also aileced, falsely,
that this robery was directed by CIA.
6. Reference U contains some information about Cubans but
more about Americans, including some ea-marines. who have been
involved in Cuban operations and in providing Cubans with instruction
in guerrilla warfare. Carricon and his staff have also shown a keen
Interest in these persons, allegedly have photographs linking two of
then with military training given some Cuban refugees, and have
interviewed some of them. The persons who appear in Reference II,
and their roles, are as follows:
a. Charles It. ASI-INIANTI, an attorney from Miami who
appeared on Z7 November 1963 with Gerald Patrick Y.1.12.11r10
and others on a, radio sock.—(Encitteure 2.)
b. Leroy COLLINS, an ex-marine, associate of
Gerald Patrick I-MMMING Jr.:,. appeared with ire:UM/NG,
ASH:4AM, and others on the ahovo-mentioned Miami
radio program. Leroy COLLINS may be the Roy LNU
concerning whom Michael. tr. LABORDE has furnished
information to Garrison's oW.co and to the FBI. (Enclosure
5.)
e. Howard Kenneth DAVE. Appeared on the Miami
radio program described above. He told the FBI in 1963 '
that he had bean involved for the pact eL years in Cuban
revolutionary activity. (Enclosure 6.)
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• d. Lorenzo (or "S'sip") BALL. See Lorenzo •
PASCLLLIO, below. e. Gerald Patrick IIRSIMCG Jr., an exmarine, now living in Baton Rouge, who was
app.arently engaged with anti-Castro Cuban refugees for some years in military training activities,
armed smuggling, etc. He may be identical with
the "Jerry" described by Gordon NOVEL (see para.
5, above) and the "Jerry Patrick" discussed by
.1.1ichael William. IJ.DORDE. (Enclosure 14.)

fa Laurence Joseph LA/lORDE. A former
merchant marine engincar and aoractimes acting
captain
W. Li
lac
,e son c Laurence Li OltDr.e., ban told both
Garrison and the FBI that his father. Cerald Patrick
ILSI■111DIG. and one Roy 12W (perhaps Leroy
COLLINS) worked with anti-Castro. Cuban groups
.bat that CL dismiaced the latter-two for cheating
the Cubans out of money. On 25 June 1962 Laurence
Gerald Patrick Mali= Jr., and
Howard :tennethDAITM paid a visit to a Calpan in
New Orleans. Frank B."-.2.TES, and reached an agreement to train anti...Castro Cubans as guerrilla fighters
and demolition. eorts. -Michael LAZOIUDE has also
said that his &eines contact among the Cubans waa
Alberto FIE:RNANDEZ of Key D'isca4c,-"Floric13, a
member of the Uridad Ilevoluciozaria. (Enclosure 17.)
g. lachael William LA301tDD. Has provided
information to Carrigan and the FBI. To data there
are no kvlications that he has been per tonally involved
in pro- or anti-Castro activity. (Enclosure. 18.)
h. Lorenzo PASCILLI.O. aka Lerc-ItirHALL and .
"Skip" HALL. He and Emsznia pa-anted a rifle and
act of golf clubs with a private e.atective. Both told
Lim that they had fought with Castro in the mountains of
Cuba, had later been active against him. (Enclosure 234
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i. Stove WILSON. Another participant in the

radio program mentioned earlier. (Enclosure 28.)
7. Reference III is by far the leapt significant of the three
Bureau reports cited at the outset of this paper. One A. Edwa.rd
Michigan, is apparently an assassination
HORSEY of ICal.:mare°,
buff, in touch with others of the same views, convinced that the
Warren Report was a whitewash, enlarging Zapruder man to find
new faces behind, the stone wall, etc. HORSEY and his group•have
been in touch with Garrison since 15 May 1967. One of their allegations requires enough attention to check it out. See pars. 'Lb below.
A second allegation is repeated herewith.
a. One of the a:tea:mins behind the atone wall was
one Al GROAT.
b. "They know that Lee Harvey Oswald met in
Mencico City, Mexico, quite some time before the
slaying with a member of the Central Intelligence
• Agency whose alias is Bill Medina and whose true name
is not known."
8. The following action is now being taken or will be undertaken`
in the immediate futures
a. Truces are being run on all previously =traced
persons Hated in this report.
is requested
b. Ca the hauls of this report
against the
o
those
and
files
own
its
to check
to inform
and
enclosures
following
the
is
names listed
9,
14, 16, 18,
as
7,
6,
S,
3,
results:
of the
i3!24!23, and 2?.
c. It is requested that the Office of the Director.
Domestic Cent:let Service, -ask the New Orleans-office of
the DOS, by a:separate moinoraannt, to provide any • •
information na file concerning the persons named in the
following :closures: 8, 14, 18, 20, 21, 25, and 27.
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,has been
d. By separate memorandum, r
provided with the information about William
MEDINA (Enclosure 19) and the ex-Nazi described
in Enclosure 22 and has been requested to ask the
Station to check against these two items.
e. The FBI has been informed by a separate CSCI
of our derogatory information on Carlos QUIROGA.
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Originated by:
Distribution:
Orig - ADDP
1 - General Counsel
1 - A/DCI
-1
1 101ctor of Security
- Domestic Contact Service
11-

(2 August 1967)
w/encls.
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Enclosure I
ARCACHA Smith, Sergio
-41.eference I.
Tracing Status
Prior References

NR.
: (1) Enclosure 2 to
Memorandum, 26 April 1967,
subject: "Garrison and the
Kennedy Assassination".
(2) Enclosure 1 torillig
Memorandum, 1 June 1967,
subject as above.

Remarks: In 1961 Carlos QUIROGA, than a student, met David
FERRIE through ARCACHA, who was often with FERREE. In fact,
PERIL= lent ARCACHA money. The Cuban group (Democratic
Revolutionary Front) in New Orleans threw ARCACHA out (he bad been
the loader) in early 1962. He had been very active and.had made sa,riflees for the anti-Castro cause. according to QUIROGA, who gave money
to ARCACHA's family for food. Sometime after ARCACHA loft New
°dams, he returned for two trunks stored with QTJIROGAIs parentsin-law. When ARCACHA left New Orleans, be borrowed a car from
fnn MILLA., and he did not return it. (lvv.ILLA appears to be a
Cuatemala.n.) Some Cubans said ARCACHA stole money entrusted to
him for the counterrevolution. The office of the-Revolftionary Council
was in the Newman nuildiug. When ARCACHA left. the rent was unpaid.
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Enclosuro Z
ASH:MANN, Charles B..
Reference H.
Not traced.

Tracing Status

3

Prior References

t None.

Remarks: Sec HEMMING, Gerald Patrick.

•
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Enclosure 3
BATISTA, Laureano
Reference L
Tracing Status s Not traced.
Prior References : None.
was
Rerr.arks: See DAVIS, Rudolph Richard. Laureano BATISTA Cubans
en
ninete
sent
who
i
Miam
in
living
said by DAVIS to be a Cuban
to Louisiana for training at a military camp. The timing ',me ca.
1963.
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Eaclosure 4
DRUIGUIER. Carlos Jose
Reference L
Tracing Status

t Contact of New Orleans office of
Domestic Contact Service.

Prior References

s (1) Enclosure 6 tolliallifeutoraadum.
26 April 1967, subject: "GARRISON
and the Kennedy Assassination".
(2) Enclosure 6 torn" Memorandum,
S May 1967, su ect as above.
of
0) Para. Sc of
' June 1967. subject as above.
(4) Para.- 3a ofjjllIllr Memorandum,
20 June 196. subject as above.
ns office

Remarks: On IS July 1967 IIRINGITMIt went to the New Orlea
OCA
of the 1'13I and provided an alleged transcript of a GARRZON-CaLR
discussion of 21 January 1967:

•
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Enclosure 5
I-

COLLINS, Leroy
•

Reference IL
Tracing Status

s Not traced.

Prior References

s NOUS.

Remarks: • See HEMMING, Gerald Patrick. It is possible that
Leroy COLLINS is the Roy LIM described by Michael LABORDE
as a companion of IMMItlE4G.
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Enclosuro 6
DAVIS. Howard Keane&
Reference U.
Tracing Status

t Not traced.

Prior Itatorenceo

t None.

Remarks: See ILCILMIZIG, Gerald, Patrick.
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Enclosure 7

DAVIS, Rudolph Richard (or Ricardo)
Reference L
Tracing Status
Prior References

3

NB.

; Haa not previously appeared in these
reports. However, the following material
is on hand:

During an interview on 1 • etober 1963
- y 1961 he was in New York, where he served
advised that in Janu:-r
e department. He
as a ceorednator between the h1DC and the N.Y. polic New Orleans
to
i
also Bald that some 19 men had been sent from Miam M for men to work
DAV
by Laure2.no131.-TISTA in response to a request by
in Guatemala. The
eeted
emn
was
be
h
whic
wits
in a ltunher busiaese
n the rra seized dynamite
--men stayed at a h.oma near Lacombe, La. 'Whe
d and were un
end other explosives nearby. the men became disgruntle
any paid their fare
wiLliug to proceed to Guatemala. So the lumber comp
Victor PANEMTE,
back to Miami. Some of their names were as follows: FORMES. DAVM
Leodorino INTER1AN, Fernando FERNANDEZ, and inulbs, dark brown hair,
SI 11", 177
ass born 9 September 1934 in New York,
agent in New Orleans for
ral
medium complcon, married, was a gene
Weatern Life 1r-surance Company of St. Paul.
(Z)
1
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Er.closure 7 coat'd.
(3)

Naos Orleans office of the FBI, 3 July 1964, subject

Movircieuto Dranc.crata Criatiano (143C). Interviewod on Z3 Juno 1964,
DAVIS said that he had had no intention of promoting an air raid but
bad merely hoped that if he could get publicity, funds would come in.
as donations, which he would then have sent to Laureano BATISTA to
be used in tho fight agalast Castro. Davis works for Encyclopedia
Britannica in Now Orleans. He lived in Cuba too long and lost his U.S.
dtireaabip.
(4) -Houston office of FBI, report of 17 July 1967, subject:
Massa:tat-ion of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, November 22, 1963,
1.41scellzuteous -- Information Concerning. A source caid that Davis
bad come, to the U.S. ca. 1961, that while he lived in New Orloans his
ezponses were paid by an anti-Castro organization known as the Miautomen, and that Lee liarvoy OSlit.ALD was somehow connected with the
Minutemen. Interviewed the same day, DAVIS said that ho bad never
been associated with an orgaaizadon called the 1-linuternea and knew
nothing of any each association on CSWALD's part. He met OSWALD
twice in the fall of 1963 in 'New Orleans in connection with anti.Cautro
activities. Ho met him once. when OSWALD was passing out pro-Castro
handbills and later whoa he went'to OST/ALD's apartment and tried to
question him. CSWALD refused to have anything to do with him. DAVIS
said that ca. May 1967 representatives of Garrison got in touch with
carnp at the De La Barre Estate at
him in Houston about the.training•
Lacombe, Louisiana. Be got a lawyer and refused to talk to them.
Re rarke: QUIROGA claims that one David DAVIS, who be later agreed
was really Ricardo DAVIS. got aid from Americans. He said that DAVIS
got s. gr.cup of Cubans from Miami who were in a camp. DAVIS allegedly
told Qt IROGA that tha rr-en in camp were not getting enough food,
were angry, and wore going to kill him (DAVIS). This happened when
the FBI found arms "and all the stuff" in a house near the camp. One
member of the training group, Fernando FERNA.NDEZ, was found to be
a spy. PAU PE:,47.:::QUE was the Cuban in charge of the camp. QU1ROGA
claims ho bought bus tickets for four of the men, who had no money; to
CITIROGA's. source for the statement that Fernando
Tetra= to
FERIV.NDEZ was a Communist spy in the training comp was DAVIS. The
camp was near the farm of Carlo DeARMAS. Training was conducted
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Enclosure 7 coat%
ts in
ca. August 1963. DAVIS lived laths Parkcheiter Apartmen
had
Ile
1961.
in
ns
Orlea
New
New Orleans. DAVIS first came to
ct
conta
"the
was
Ho
trouble Ocint money and/or with his wife.
the
men" between the Cubans at the camp and the Americana, but
of
bers
mem
were
latter were not CIA. They, or some of the
tho John Birch Society.
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Enclosure

8,

FEItNANDEZ. Alberta
Reference II. 3.

N Tracing Status

t Not traced.

Prior References

1111111111
Rrn...arks: Per Reference II, Michael W. LA/301'XE told Garrison bairestigetter Louis NON on 12 July 1967 that hie father, Laurence Joseph
•
LP-DORDIZ, had worked
in Cuban activitie3 and that •
the head of elm Cuban or.i-ruza on wi w ch Lawrence LADO.RDE
worked wao Alberto FERN.ANDEZ. Ile also said that Jerry Patrick
(Gerald P. ir.:14_14E10 Jr.) and Roy (identity unlmown, but a Mr. I. A. ROY
and his son, L.A. ROY Jr.', wore part of a group that bought a. ship, the
Elsie Raieb2.rt from Laurence LABORDE 'in 1962. The schooner was to
bo used for anti-Castro c.landestine cooradons between Cuba and the U;S:
had told him about the activity of his father and FERNANDEZ with Cuban
orss.r.izations. (Comment Michael LABORDEls remarks about Roy may
810o have concerned Leroy COLLINS, an associate of Garai Patrick
Jr.)

•
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Enclosure 9

_.

FERVANDEZ, Fernando
Reference I.
Tracing Status

s Not traced.

Prior References

t None.

Remarks: Soc DAVIS. Rudolph Richard. According to DAVIS,
Torn:ado FER11/i.IMT.2 was one of 19 Cubans who arrived at a
military training camp from Miami in 1963. DAVIS also acsorted
that it 1=5 af:Certabied lator that Fernando FERNANDEZ waa a spy
working for Cuban intelligence as a penetration of the group.
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Enclosure 10

TrRaiz, David
RefereACO
N Tracing Sth-tus
Prior References

t UR; deceased.
Numerous.

Ilt,unar!rst..".ccording to Carlos CUL‘OCLA. ar.swering cuestions from
Carrico n. FERELM war, a friend of Sergio ARA.CHA Smith and thrcrar4h
wai associated with the Cuban Democratic Rovolutionary Front,
for which ho obtained two rifles and aonte mortars. He 'eat ARCACHA
apnoy. ARCACIIA lost his post as loader of the group about January
Or February 1902, and MR11M's contact also ceased then. Garrison:
"Did you it :ow that there was a diocovcry of a cache of arms bound for
Cuba and 3crgio Arcacha Smith and David l'errie %Tyra involved ia that
cseho of arms?" QUIROCIA: "That's riv,ht." Undor questionial.
CitaROGA said that .T.-Eruuz and two others "crane up with" (and
probably iltole.) a largo cache of arms: grenades. Indicts, explosivas.
caps. A Miami group picked up the cache and hauled it in a U-Ilaul
back to Miami, QULIOGA loaded the U deal. This happanod in 19E %.
The zraup waa from the Christian Democratic Party. There were 31
boxes of grcatades.

r'N
Enc.losare 11
rORNES. inn
Reference I.
Tracing Status

s Not traced.

Prior Refore.nces

s None.

Remarka: Soo DAW, Rudolph Richard. FORMS was one of
nineteen men who arrived in 1963 from Miami at Lacombe.
Louiviana. where a Cuban military training camp had been
organized.
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Enclosure 1Z
GROAT, Al.
Reference U.
Tracing Statzis
. Prior References

: Not trace&
Nano.

Remarks: See HORSEY, A. Edward.

•

Enclosure 13
HALL, Lorenzo.
alai HALL, "Skip"
Reference IL
Tracing Stoma, etc. See PASCILLIO, Lcrenzo, whose alias is HALL.

•

